THE VILLAGE
Our innovative interprofessional and intergenerational educational community

THE VILLAGE
• The Village is an innovative multigenerational educational community that seamlessly blends teaching,
learning and living across generational boundaries
• Housing Canadore College’s School of Health, Human Care and Wellness programs
• The Village will encourage multidisciplinary collaboration that will ultimately enhance community-based
service delivery
• Inspiring an innovative model of holistic care and healing that can be adopted by communities across the country
• Integration of contemporary Western medicine, Indigenous healing and medicine, and Eastern medicine

INTRODUCTION
Canadore College is a community of people who
want to learn, discover, think and do.
We take action to push the limits of what is possible, and create
and develop ideas that will make a difference in our world.
Together with you, we will redefine the training of our country’s
health and wellness professionals to dramatically improve care
from the earliest to the final stages of life. Our unprecedented
blending of applied learning, research and community
connection sets us apart.
For 50 years, our college community has been so much more
than a collection of bright students. We have attracted those
with an ambitious spirit: individuals who can imagine a better
future, and who then learn how best to innovate and collaborate
to realize that future.
We are humbled, yet proud to be in a position of leadership,
modelling the interconnectedness of innovation, student
success, academic and applied learning excellence,
sustainability and connection to community.
We know there is so much more we can do, so we continue to
look forward with bold initiative and a keen desire to do better
than ever before.
We aim to be a living, evolving model for class-leading
education in Canada. We will position Canadore to meet the
needs of Canadians now, as well as the broader challenges that
will be faced by our country in the future.
Canadore College is ready. We know what we need to do, and we
know where and how to do it to have the biggest impact on the
communities we serve. We are confidently positioned with the
intelligence, aspirations, energy, capacity and drive to do something
big; something that has never been done before in Canada.
And now, we need your help.

Canadore College:
Canadore College and
its students add

$243.8 M

to the Nipissing District
and Parry Sound region
economy each year

Canadore saves the public

$838.8 M

annually by expanding
the economic base and
reducing social welfare costs

Canadore’s alumni
have contributed

$182 M

to the economy in higher
wages and increased
efficiencies and productivity

Every year, Canadore’s
students generate

$11.5 M

in new income in
the regional economy

YOUR COLLEGE
Canadore draws 40% of its learners from inside of the Nipissing Region and 60% from outside of
the region. Approximately 55% of Canadore College graduates remain inside the region following
graduation to work, settle down and raise their families.
This reality positions Canadore as a net importer of people to the region that we serve and
help to ensure that the workforce of highly trained individuals remains stable in an area with
declining demographics. At 60% from outside of the region, this provides the potential to bring
more than $2,250,000 annually of new money into the region. This figure is based on 1800
students from out of region spending roughly $12,500 each, in every year of their study. The
economic impacts of this are far reaching: creating jobs, rental income, retail supports but most
importantly, supporting growth industries that have the potential to redefine quality of life for
entire communities of people.
With student graduation rates among the highest in Ontario at 75% annually, and an Indigenous
student retention rate of 80.5%, Canadore College is well-positioned to deliver a short-term
immediate return on investment for every dollar invested in The Village.

THE VILLAGE
INTERGENERATIONAL
and
INTERPROFESSIONAL
EDUCATION
Spiritual
Wellness

The Village is a ground-breaking approach to educating
the next generation of our country’s health and wellness
professionals. Our proposed model currently does not exist
anywhere else in Canada.
A living model of class-leading health, human care and wellness
education, The Village will foster a spirit of collaboration
that will greatly enhance the delivery of community-based
services while inspiring a new ideal for holistic care and healing
– across the spectrum of life stages – that can be adopted by
communities across the country.
This innovative educational community will seamlessly blend
teaching, learning and living across generational boundaries to
provide a continuum of care services while supporting leading
edge applied research.

Intellectual
Wellness

Emotional
Wellness

Our plan will create a learning and living village where innovation
and new opportunities meet the highest standards of excellence
in health and wellness education. This is about working together
to invest, grow stronger and make a real difference – not only in
our community, but across the country.

To accomplish this, The Village will:

Physical
Wellness

• Excel in collaborative interprofessional education while
integrating Western, Indigenous and Eastern healing and
wellness practices.
• Be an evolving, replicable model for intergenerational living.
• Be a centre of excellence for applied research in healthy aging
and personal wellness.

Excel in collaborative interprofessional
education while integrating Western,
Indigenous and Eastern healing and
wellness practices.
COLLABORATIVE AND INTERPROFESSIONAL EDUCATION

80.5%
500 students annually
studying both on-campus
and in-community

Indigenous student
retention rate

28
Apprenticeship and
postsecondary programs
running on reserves and in
Indigenous communities

Collaborative training enables students from a variety of
programs to learn with, from and about each other as they share
perspectives in their practice of health, human care and wellness.
In the workplace, this form of teamwork is proven to increase
communication among practitioners, patients and their families,
which ultimately improves patients’ health outcomes.
By supporting The Village campaign, you will become an integral
part of a movement to revolutionize the future of education
for our nation’s health, human services and wellness system.
You will enable Canadore to develop leading edge facilities and
collaborative labs and clinics that provide our students with vastly
improved shared learning opportunities.
INDIGENOUS HEALING AND WELLNESS

Grandmother
in-residence program
among first in Canada

Canadore College is proud of our meaningful relationships
with the Indigenous communities we serve, and will integrate
traditional healing practices in to The Village. This new
community has been designed to integrate traditional Indigenous
knowledge and practices in multifunctional, culturally-appropriate
spaces, services and supports that promote inclusiveness,
understanding and a spirit of coming together.
EASTERN THERAPIES

4 large scale applied research
projects currently underway

Students will gain knowledge and clinical experience in
contemporary health and wellness theories and techniques, and
will also learn Eastern healing concepts in order to bring a holistic
and complementary perspective to their practice in the community.

An evolving, replicable model
for intergenerational living
With input from key partners, professionals and individuals
from across North America and the world, Canadore College
has envisioned an industry-leading experiential training model
that incorporates an exciting and innovative concept for
retirement living.
• Multipurpose collaborative classrooms and labs, and
student-led, professionally supervised clinics will be
created for our School of Health, Human Care and
Wellness. The Village will be a living lab where
students, families, professionals and community members
come together to teach and learn from each other in a
multigenerational setting.
• Students will in turn benefit from practical experience
in a real-world, intergenerational setting, working with
professionals and The Village’s community members to
develop best-in-class practices and knowledge that can be
shared with other institutions, organizations and agencies
across the country.
• A number of services will be provided to the community
through student-led clinics, including a dental clinic,
a mobility/rehabilitation clinic, cognitive stimulation lab,
and an early childhood education lab.

800 students in the

10

School of Health, Human Care
and Wellness

proposed
new programs

15+
Number of
programs in
the school

+300
new students

$243.8 M
annual student impact
on economy

A centre of excellence
for applied research
in healthy aging
Individuals are living longer
and healthier lives than ever
before. Recent reports confirm
that average life expectancy is
projected to increase by almost
two years by 2036.

• Canadore is committed to developing and implementing
our industry-leading affordable retirement living model,
as well as supporting academic research and the delivery of
programs and initiatives that promote healthy and
safe aging. A safe mobility care clinic will focus on injury
prevention and treatment of existing mobility issues for
individuals of all ages.
• This translates to simplified and rapid access to primary
and acute medical and healthcare professionals right on
site, including physicians, registered and practical nurses,
occupational therapists, physiotherapists, personal support
workers, mental health and addictions workers, dental
hygienists, recreational therapists and more.
• The Village will become an applied research site for the
development and testing of new medical, wellness and
mobility technology.

Leaders in intergenerational
mental health
• Canadore has led the delivery of an addictions and mental
health program in the college system for over 20 years;
long before it became a current phenomenon.
• Best practices, applied research and student engagement
through integrated placements and student-led clinics will
benefit future users.
• New programming in gerontology and palliative care will
address the needs of the largest aging cohort.
• Innovative programing from students for residents in the
retirement home will provide stimulation and creative
opportunities for continued well-being of residents.
• Integration of mental health principles in all student-led clinics
and placements will contribute to optimal mental health.
• Eastern approaches to meditation, mindfulness and physical
activity will support the sustainability of healthy aging.
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WAYS TO GIVE

GIFTS IN KIND
Gifts in kind may include supplies and other instructional
resources, equipment, and property other than cash.

There are many ways to give to the Canadore College
Foundation. We can help you determine what works
best for you: a one-time or a monthly gift, an annual
gift, a gift in kind, a corporate gift or a gift for the future.

Please note that gifts in kind are accepted at the discretion
of Canadore College, and that acceptance is contingent upon
whether the gift contributes to the mission of the College.
Ultimately the final decision rests with the Foundation.

ANNUAL GIVING

If your gift is accepted, Canadore College will issue a donation
receipt for the fair market value of the gift as determined by an
appraisal process. Gifts valued at $1,000 or less may be evaluated
by a knowledgeable College staff member; for gifts greater
than $1,000 an independent appraiser must assess the value.

Annual gifts help strengthen all areas of the College,
from infrastructure to programming, financial assistance
and awards, and the overall student experience. No
matter what you give, or whether it is a one-time or
monthly gift, all funds received throughout the year
make a significant impact.
GIFTS OF SECURITIES
Current Canadian legislation allows you to donate publicly
traded securities, mutual funds and bonds directly to
Canadore College, to avoid paying the capital gains
tax on your investments (provided the securities are
transferred directly and not cashed first). Donors benefit
from excellent tax incentives for gifts of securities.
RRSPS AND RRIFS
You can also name Canadore College as the beneficiary
of your Registered Retirement Savings Plan (RRSP) or
Registered Retirement Income Fund (RRIF).
BEQUESTS
By leaving a gift to the College in your will, you can
support our students and innovative programming well
in to the future.

THE VILLAGE CAPITAL BUDGET

IMMEDIATE TAX ADVANTAGES
When you name the College as the owner and
beneficiary of a new policy, you immediately receive tax
creditable receipts for any premiums paid.

Total cost – $20,000,000

When you transfer ownership of an existing policy to
Canadore and also name the College as the beneficiary,
you immediately receive tax creditable receipts for the
policy’s cash value.

Fundraising campaign –
$5,000,000

DEFERRED TAX ADVANTAGES
When you name the College as your policy’s
beneficiary, the gift remains outside of your estate and
your estate is entitled to a tax credit.

We’d be happy to discuss these giving
opportunities with you and/or your clients.
Please contact us at your convenience.
Thank you.

We encourage you to discuss any significant giving
opportunities with a financial professional.

Secured – $15,000,000

TRAINING THE NEXT GENERATION OF SKILLED WORKERS
For the second year in a row, Canadore has achieved the highest graduation rate of all English language
colleges in Ontario, and ranks above the provincial average in these other key performance indicators:

90.0%

of Canadore College students rate their program as giving them the knowledge
and skills that will be useful in their future career

84.2%

of Canadore College students highly rate the overall quality of learning
experience in their program

82.7%

of Canadore College graduates report being satisfied overall

77.8%

of Canadore College students describe that they are satisfied overall

74.9%

of Canadore College students meet graduation criteria

George Burton, President
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